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These fly-in safaris are perfect for visitors to Kenya who have limited time to spare, or would simply like to add on a 
few nights to an existing trip. Trips depart from Nairobi’s Wilson Airport and include return flights, all transfers, meals, 
an English speaking driver-guide and 4x4 vehicles with a guaranteed window seat. Dates for any of these trips can be 
tailored to suit clients’ itinerary. From opendesert scrubland and thorn bush to evergreen riverine forest and swamps 
that line the Ewaso Ngiro River, the diversity of Samburu is exhilarating. The park’s wildlife is diverse and regular 
interesting sightings may include the graceful reticulated giraffe, elephant, Beisa oryx, gerenuk, Grevy’s zebra and a 
variety of predators. 
 
Day 1   Nairobi – Samburu. 
Early pick up from Nairobi’s Jomo Kenyatta International Airport or a city centre hotel and transfer to Wilson Airport for the scheduled flight to 
Samburu National Park, with a possibility of seeing sights of the spectacular Mt Kenya, Africa’s second highest mountain en-route. The flight 
departs Nairobi Wilson at 0800hrs and arrives into Samburu at 0920hrs. Upon arrival, you will be met by a guide from the camp and will enjoy 
a game drive en-route to the camp. Following lunch, there is an afternoon shared game drive in Samburu National Reserve returning back to 
your camp as the sunsets Overnight camp or lodge on full board/all inclusive  
 
Day 2   Samburu 
Morning and afternoon shared game drives in Samburu National Reserve. Samburu is home to many uncommon species such as reticulated 
giraffe, Grevy’s zebra, Beisa oryx and the long-necked gerenuk antelope to name just a few. There are also many lion, cheetah and leopard to 
spot as well as huge crocodiles in the rivers. Overnight camp or lodge on full board/all inclusive 
 
Day 3   Samburu – Nairobi 
Following breakfast, there will be a shared game drive transfer back to the airstrip for the scheduled flight to Nairobi. The flight departs 
Samburu at 1210hrs and arrives into Nairobi at 1315hrs. Upon arrival, you will be met and transferred to a city centre hotel where your safari 
ends. 
 
Note: 
Should you wish to extend your stay; extra days can be added between Day 2 and Day 3.  These days will include scheduled shared game 
drives.  Fly in safaris are also offered in Masai Marai, Amboseli, Tsavo, Lewa etc, either as a single, or multiple combination.  
 
Included: Accommodation on full board/all inclusive basis whilst on safari (dependent on accommodation), ½ litre of water per day on shared 
game drives, park fees, English speaking driver/guide. Maximum baggage allowance of 15 kilos per person, inclusive of hand luggage  
 
Excluded: Visa’s, airport taxes, gratuities, drinks and other activities not included in the package price, seasonal supplements 
 
 
 
 


